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April 8, 2021

Dear Direct Support People,

Yesterday, the Government of Ontario made several important announcements based on
recent COVID-19 modelling numbers, including a third state of emergency and a province-wide
stay-at-home order. These came into effect at 12:01 am today. This is similar to the restrictions
that were put in place in January. In an effort to help flatten the curve, under the new
restrictions residents are asked to only leave their homes for essential purposes.

Direct Support during the State of Emergency and Stay-at-Home Order
While direct support is considered an essential service, we recognize that each direct support
relationship is unique, and that each person and family will have a different comfort level with
seeing other people during this time. Open and honest communication is the key to continuing
connection, while seeking to minimize the risk of exposure.

In an effort to minimize the risk, we recommend that you consider virtual options with the
person you support. If you plan in-person meetings, we ask that you limit the time spent in a
family’s home. Look for opportunities to spend time outdoors, or other spaces where public
health guidelines can be followed, including physical distancing. If you have any questions or
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are looking for ideas for virtual activities, please connect with your Coordinator.

As has been our practice throughout COVID-19, please continue taking the COVID-19 self-
assessment before each visit; families will be asked to do the same. We join the Province and
the Region in requiring face coverings for all staff while supporting individuals indoors or within
2 meters of one another. Wherever possible and tolerated, supported individuals should also
use face coverings.

Reminder about Vaccination Opportunities
In our previous communication on April 6, we shared that all Direct Support People are eligible
to receive a vaccine right now. You can find an appointment either through the Developmental
Services Pop-Up Clinics and Pre-Registration through Public Health.

As an organization, we continue to regularly monitor communication from various levels of
government. We will continue to keep you informed of any changes.

Thank you for journeying with us through these changes and finding creative and new ways to
make a difference every day.

We remain #virtuallyBetterTogether,

Allan Mills
Executive Director
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